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Marca THRUSTMASTER

Part number 4460174

Storage unit

Unità di vendita Cadauno

Confezione 1

Imballaggio 1

Peso (kg) 0.975

Volume (cm³) 3277.5

 
NEXT-GENERATION MINI-STICKS 
The ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER features next-generation (NXG) analog mini-sticks, for 
enhanced precision and a longer lifespan compared with previous Thrustmaster mini-sticks. 
You ll enjoy better physical resistance (+33%*), improved re-centering precision (+66%*), and 
double the lifespan for the built-in mini-stick buttons (+100%*). 
 
*Compared with previous Thrustmaster mini-sticks. 

 
INSTANT REMAPPING 
Remap any standard function or button onto one of the 4 additional buttons on the back of the 
ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER, directly via the gamepad itself. 
This lets you find the best combinations of buttons to adapt to all types of games, as well as all 
hand sizes. 

 



ULTIMATE VERSATILITY 
The ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER is the ultimate weapon for gamers in search of an optimized 
experience for each type of game. 
The adjustable positioning of the modules on the gamepad either right in the middle of a game, or 
when you re not playing lets you adapt the configuration for the best possible fit with your needs, 
or those of your team. 
The gamepad s shape and ergonomics have been designed for a perfect fit with all gaming 
styles: combat, sports, FPS/TPS, battle royale and even RPG. 

 
UNLIMITED MODULAR ECOSYSTEM 
The ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER features an unlimited modular ecosystem, at the crossroads 
of design and performance. 
A variety of packs incorporating new features along with different color customization packs are 
available (sold separately), ensuring optimal comfort and eye-catching looks that fit in with your 
favorite games. 
Try out new module textures, shapes and heights: you ll love the different and complementary 
options available. 
The ESWAP T-Case hardshell carrying case (also sold separately) rounds out the ecosystem, 
letting gamers safely transport their gamepad and modules wherever they re going (gaming in 
different locations, taking part in LAN parties, or when moving house). 

 
PHYSICAL LOCKING FOR TRIGGERS 
The ESWAP X PRO CONTROLLER lets you adjust the physical range of travel on the triggers, 
for the best fit with your gaming style. 
A shorter range of travel will ensure better responsiveness in shooter games, while a longer 
range of travel will provide more precision and a truly progressive feel in other types of games. 

 
SURGICAL PRECISION 
Flawless responsiveness thanks to the tact switches incorporated into each module and button is 
a must when it comes to boosting your chances of victory. 
Responsive clicks that you can feel mechanically increase the sensation of control, so you ll 
never have to worry about response times while you re playing. 
You'll enjoy more than 5 million activations of the buttons, and more than 2 million activations of 
the pre-calibrated mini-sticks. 

 
THRUSTMAPPERX SOFTWARE INCLUDED 
ThrustmapperX gives you a huge boost in your quest for gaming greatness. The dedicated 
software lets you master and adjust all essential settings, by creating different presets for 
enhanced gaming ergonomics and optimized comfort, to meet your specific needs. 
Remap the controls, plus adjust the sensitivity, dead zones (rounded or square) and vibration 
levels according to your preferences. 
 
  

SPECIFICHE

Colore nero



Tipo joystick

Materiale plastica

Marca THRUSTMASTER

GENERALE

Tipologia joystick

Materiale Plastica

Colore Primario Nero

Vibrazione Si

Wireless No

GAMEPAD

Numero pulsanti 26

Numero Joystick analogici 2

numero vie del D-pad 8

Pulsante shift Si

INTERFACCIA

Interfaccia USB Si/No

COMPATIBILITÀ

PS3 No

PS4 No

PS5 No

Xbox360 No

Xbox ONE Si

XBOX SERIES X/S Si

Wii No

Wii U No

SWITCH No

Compatibilità Windows Si

Compatibilità MAC No


